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WHAT’S THE GOAL?

Transform those…

...to this
DATA INGESTION – SELECT THE RIGHT SOURCES

Web Labour market can offer a wide range of sources:
- National/International portals
- Sector specific/generic
- Company websites/Newspapers/Aggregators/Public Employment Services/…
- Social networks
- …

How to select the most appropriate and rank them?
DATA INGESTION – LANDSCAPING & SOURCE RANKING

With the support of LM experts in the specific countries analyzed, a list of the most relevant portals has been produced, with the goal of reliability and quality of analyzed sources.

Number of OJVs published
Type of portal
Structured/unstructured data
Page ranking on Google (proxy of usage)
As Junior Software Developer, you will develop excellent software for use in field mapping, data collection, sensor networks, street navigation, and more. You will collaborate with other programmers and developers to autonomously design and implement high-quality web-based applications, RESTful APIs, and third-party integrations.

We’re looking for a passionate, committed developer that is able to solve and articulate complex problems with application design, development and user experiences. The position is based in our offices in Harwell, United Kingdom.
DATA INGESTION – COLLECTING DATA – ...STRATEGY...

Focus on volumes

Coverage augmentation & maximization
DATA INGESTION – COLLECTING DATA – ...TECHNIQUES

Tailored approach, aimed to maximize efficiency:
• Polite ingestion (no overloading of portals)
• Extract specific attributes when available (sector, place,...)
• Scale when needed
DATA PREPROCESSING – GOAL...

After Data Ingestion phase, a good amount of Web Pages is collected. But:

• How many of them are really OJVs?
  • Noise (social profile pages, policy pages,…)
  • Fake vacancies (trainings, consultancy services,… published on OJVs’ portals)
• How many of them refer to a unique OJV?
DATA PREPROCESSING – ...STRATEGY...

- Language detection
- Noise reduction
- OJVs Deduplication
DATA PREPROCESSING – ...TECHNIQUES

Several Artificial Intelligence techniques are applied to detect noise (such a mail spam filter) and to detect duplicated OJVs. Language Detection is the first step, aimed to focus on language specific pipelines.

Merging

Cleaning

Text processing and summarizing
After Data Preprocessing phase, a relevant amount of Online Job Vacancies is extracted. Now, it’s time to extract information:

• Which profession is required?
• There is a place where the job will be done?
• Is the job focused on a specific sector?
• Which kind of skills are required?
• …
DATA CLASSIFICATION – ...STRATEGY...

Adoption of Taxonomies for each analytical variable, to set a domain of values:
• Occupation (ESCO)
• Skills (ESCO)
• Place (NUTS / ISO3166)
• Sector (NACE)
• Educational level (ISCED)
• …
DATA CLASSIFICATION – …TECHNIQUES
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Classified Items and explanation
DATA USAGE & PRESENTATION

Several Use Cases will be presented in Session 3 and Session 6
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